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1. Project overview
The goal of my website is to be informational about beagles to convince someone to buy one if they’re
looking to buy a dog. Everything should come across pretty positive, and hopefully the reader falls in love
with beagles by the end of reading the website.
2. Resources
Copy is available at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beagle, as well as some photography. There are a
LOT of other photographs available on Google Images as well. Feel free to use whatever images you
want as long as they are cute/good quality (that’s key).
3. Audience
This website is ideally for a family curious about the breed seeing if it’s the right fit for them. The audience
may include children, so the design shouldn’t be too edgy or anything like that, family friendly please.
4. Message
I want to highlight how amazing beagles are as a breed and the copy and images highlight this thus it
must be a clear read. Nothing distracting the text like weird colors or complicated typefaces. Ideally only
thing distracting from reading the text would be a really cute image of a puppy.
5. Tone
The tone should be simple, cute but trendy, family-friendly but not kiddy whatsoever.
6. Visual Style
So I think a white or light beige website color would be ideal. I can’t think of any color background that
could look nice-but feel free to prove me wrong. I’d like a brown-color scheme of text because black text
on white just feels too aggressive. I think it’d be fun to have “beagles” in big, fun typeface (not lobsteresque typeface but modern and trendy) (you can explore google fonts for this) at the top of the page and
then a simple sanserif for the body/captions. Orange could be nice for “Beagles” with white background
and the dark brown text or dark gray text. Feel free to play with color.

^this one could be fun for captions

I like orange title here and simple white background, also sanserif looks good here. Could be nice
when you link Wikipedia at bottom for source the link turns orange.

